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Challenge



Challenge #1
People are not defined by one 
profile attribute

Customers fall into numerous categories, 
created by a mix of profile attributes, 
custom, and system events. 

Segmentation requires a mix of various 
data points.
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Challenge #2
Our team has multiple focus 
areas

Our team is responsible for all aspects of 
digital communications at Cinemark, 
including all steps for deployment.

We need a method of supporting 
personalization that is scalable.
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Doe, Jane
Movie Club Member, mom of 3, and 
loves to wait until the last minute to 
order concessions

Targeting a personalized message for 
customers like Jane requires a complex 
segment using profile attributes and 
custom events.

Audience Example
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This method of replicating segmentation 
resulted in 5+ hours of work per week

Repetition of Segmentation Logic
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Solution



Instead of replicating the segmentation logic 
through handlebars, create a standard list 
using the original segment. 

Reference that list in the handlebars to 
personalize content, using:

{{#ifContains emailListIds “#####”}} 

Solution #1
Use lists to drive personalization



Convert segment to a standard list

Dynamic List

Creates logic using profile attributes, custom, and 
system events 

Standard List

Converted list to be used in template setup and 
audience management



Simplify handlebar expression

Complex handlebar expression

Replicates segmentation logic using handlebars

Simplified handlebar expression

References converted standard list to simplify handlebar 
logic. Allows for use of custom event data outside of 
Journeys as well 
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Create a Journey that “refreshes” the 
standard list to match the latest 
segmentation results from the dynamic list.

Set the journey to run daily to ensure the 
most accurate list is used.

Solution #2
Use Studio to automate a daily list 
refresh 

100%

Dynamic List

Reflects # at 

time of refresh

98%

Standard List

Reflects # at 

time of creation

Sample percentages of the latest audience captured
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Journey Setup
4 steps to create a reusable, “refreshing” Standard List

Dynamic List for Journey
Identifies users that need to be added or 
removed from the standard list

3

4

Blank Standard List
The end product – a reusable, “refreshing” 
standard list that will be used across the 
project

1

2 Dynamic List for Logic
Sets the logic for the end product

Journey
Runs the automated process of adding or 
removing users from the standard list
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1. Blank 
Standard List

To start the set up, you'll need to create 
a blank list

The end product



2. Dynamic List 
for Logic 
Sets logic for end product

Create a dynamic list that defines the 
criteria for segmentation.

This is the list that controls the logic of 
the end product, so you'll make any 
updates to this dynamic list.



3. Dynamic List 
for Journey

This list identifies the users that need to 
be added or removed from the Blank 
Standard List.

It searches for customers who are either:
• Not in the list but should be
• In the list that should not be

These are the users that will enter the 
Journey.

Identifies users to update



4. Journey
Automated updates

Using the list of users determined by the 
Dynamic List for Studio, the Studio 
Journey adds or removes users from the 
Blank Standard List.

This can be run daily, so you can ensure 
that the end product remains up to date.



Application



Application #1
Simplify handlebar logic

Replace complex audience 
segmentation with a simple 
{{#ifContains emailListIds}} statement.



Application #2
Utilize Iterable’s upcoming 
Audience Insights feature

Audience Insights allows you to get actionable 
audience data from lists, to better understand 
distinct groups of users and how they’re 
engaging with your brand.

Reshaping how your team manages audiences 
using lists will allow for a seamless transition 
into using this feature in the near future. 

(Include screenshot 
of Audience 

Insights demo)
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Results



Result #1
Dramatically improved team 
efficiency

By converting the segmentation logic 
from step 1 into reusable, “refreshing” 
standard lists – we removed the need to 
replicate and re-validate the logic.

This eliminated 2 steps from the 
segmentation process.

QA

Review logic in template setup

3

Segmentation

Create logic using profile attributes, custom, and 
system events

1

2 Template Setup

Replicate segmentation logic to use handlebars to 
personalize content



5+

Hours saved per week

+

Increased Accuracy

Result #1
Dramatically improved team 
efficiency

We were able to achieve:

• 5+ hours of work per week saved by 
eliminating 2 steps in the deployment 
process

• Increased accuracy by eliminating 
opportunities for error



40+

Result #2
Increased personalization 
scale

We were able to significantly increase the 
scale of personalization thanks to:

• Time savings produced by a more 
efficient process

• Ability to reference custom event data 
for non-triggered emails

# of complex segments 
converted to reusable, 

“refreshing” lists



Result #3
Increased engagement and more 
joyful customer experience

Through increased personalization we’re 
able to provide valuable, relevant, 
individualized messages for our 
customers.

This resulted in increased engagement, 
revenue, and theatre visits – and 
ultimately, a more joyful customer 
experience!



Thank you!



A Few 
Housekeeping 
Items
● Submit your session feedback in the mobile app by 

selecting this session and then click on feedback at the 
bottom. Rate the session and click post your feedback!

● All session recordings will be available at the end of 
September on iterable.com/activate

● Continue the conversation on social using #Activate22

● PSSST: some sessions will have QR codes to scan and earn 
points towards the raffle. Keep your eyes peeled! 


